Familiarity, spatial frequency and task determinants in processing laterally presented representations of faces.
Laterally presented portraits were judged as familiar or unfamiliar (Experiments 1 and 2), or were processed in a target matching task (Experiment 3). Exposure durations (100 or 190 msec.) were varied between (Experiments 1 and 2) or within (Experiment 3) the experiments. Clear and degraded faces appeared either randomly intermingled (Experiment 1) or in blocked sequences (Experiments 2 and 3). In Experiment 3 familiar and unfamiliar stimuli also appeared in blocks. Stimulus degradation was achieved by coarse quantization of the image into blocks, so replacing relevant high-spatial-frequencies (the features) by spurious information, preserving only the original lower-spatial-frequency components. Left hemisphere mediation was strongest and most consistent with long exposures and random sequences of clear and degraded stimuli. Right hemisphere mediation tended to appear with shorter exposures and degraded stimuli presented in blocks. Though the interactions were often complex, the general pattern of results was consistent with the analytic-holistic processing dichotomy.